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With a General Election approaching, Labour's commitment to the
NHS will be a key campaigning
theme in persuading the public we
need a Labour Government.
Conference must commit to the
NHS being publicly owned, publicly
funded, publicly provided, publicly
accountable and free at the point of
use.
All sections of the Party need to
join with patients, health-workers,
trade unions and all other NHS supporters in sustained and visible
public campaigning - for adequate
funding; an end to privatisation and
PFI-related indebtedness; adequate
numbers of properly paid staff; no
service closures or “reconfigurations” without proper local consultation and consent. Given the
threat of a trade deal with Trump,
the exclusion of the NHS from any
free trade agreement must be restated as Labour policy.
Today Conference can follow up
last year's important composite
calling for all schools to be taken
back under local democratic control, including winding up MultiAcademy Trusts (MATs).
This has been built on by the
Early Years, Education and Skills
Policy Commission in their consulSome Labour Councils/Mayors are
passing on government cuts in
funding for Special Education
Needs or Disabilities (SEND provision), or even making their own
cuts.
If you a Councillor or party activist
interested in forming an alliance to
oppose these cuts, please email:
sendcrisistowerhamlets@gmail.com

tation, but it must be firmed up
ready for a manifesto commitment
and action. Despite efforts of CLP
members of the Commission, the
commitment last year to offer support and encouragement to
activists resisting academisation
has only been followed up where
CLPs have prioritised it locally.
Opposing academisation should
continue to be a priority, and delegates should support efforts to
adopt robust policies against
academisation and for publicly
funded schools to be brought under
the control of new local education
committees as supported by the
Socialist Education Association.
Under Shadow Home Secretary
Diane Abbott, Labour’s immigration
policy has shifted in a positive direction. The Party champions the
rights of the ‘Windrush generation’
and of EU citizens who have come
here. We have pledged to end the
“hostile environment” and to
repeal the 2014 Immigration Act
which underpins it.
Detention will be ended for all
children, all those with mental illhealth, any victim of physical or sexual abuse and anyone who has
been trafficked. Yarl’s Wood and
Brook House detention centres will
be closed and there will a review of
the entire detention estate.
The current leadership has shifted the policy since 2015, when the
Party promoted “controls on immigration” mugs in the General
Election.

Composites are being finalised
as and after the Yellow Pages
are printed. Watch out for, and
support, the Composites which
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“Engaging Labour’s 100,000
Young Members”
CLPD Youth Fringe Meeting
Queen's Hotel, Tuesday 6.30pm
(all ages welcome)
Speakers: Lara McNeil (NEC),
Lauren Townsend (CWU), Lily
Madigan (Labour Students
Women’s Officer), Danny Filer
(Labour Students Left), Hasan
Patel (@CorbynistaTeen), Asif
Mohammed (Unite), Jake Rubin
(CLPD Youth). Chair: Gemma
Bolton (Co-Chair, CLPD)
Pub Social afterwards
at the Druid’s Head

Getting General Election
ready with CLPD!

CND Fringe meeting
6pm, Sunday, 22nd September
St Paul’s Church, West Street
5 minutes from Brighton Conference Centre

CLPD’s fringe meeting was the place
to be for delegates wanting to maximise support for Jeremy Corbyn and
his radical, transformative agenda at
this year’s Conference.
As the Party gears up for the
imminent possibility of a General
Election we discussed how this
week’s Conference should be used
as an opportunity to build unity and
momentum for a Corbyn-led Labour
government.
We were joined by our Shadow
Home Secretary Diane Abbott MP
who gave a rousing speech on
Jeremy Corbyn’s formidable record
as a socialist and the historic opportunity we have to elect him to lead a
“transformative, radical and socialist
government.”
We also heard from Margaret
Greenwood MP, Lloyd Russell-Moyle
MP and Tosh McDonald from ASLEF.
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